
Where can men find how to get their skin SMOOTHING, SOOTHING, & PROTECTED (23)

Find two EYE-MAZING HEROES- Soothing Eye Gel/Hydrogel Patches (16)

Now find how you have the choice of the gift of amazing skin (24-25)

Be the first to find how to SAY GOODBYE TO BLEMISHES - Clearproof System (21)

Find where you can shine bright like the star you are and DARE TO DAZZLE (10)

Find how to ELEVATE YOUR EVERYDAY LOOK WITH THE LIMITED-EDITION MARY KAY 60TH
ANNIVERSARY TREND COLLECTION (8-9)

Say where to find all the peachy perks of a hand cream that absorbs so quickly, so hands won’t
feel sticky- FRESH PICKED FOR WINTER!  (5)

With a Mary Kay Business, It Just Fits! - Check out stories of others who found that true! (27)

Say what page to find where you can LIFT AWAY THE YEARS - Timewise Repair Set (19)

Say where to find LINERS THAT LAST- Mary Kay Waterproof Eyeliner (12)

Give each person a Winter 2023 Look Book. You read the clues...first person to shout out the
page # where it’s found gets the gift passed to her. Whoever has it in the end, keeps it. Use
something small for the gift. It’s the search that makes this fun! Super way to introduce new
products, a terrific ice breaker at guest events, product previews ora business debut. If doing
this via Zoom, be sure that each guest has a LOOK BOOK, show the wrapped gift at the
beginning, have 1st to find a clue shout out page number & at the end, send gift to the winner.
Easy for consultants to do at their preview parties! 

Let’s play a game...with this gift I will part. If you were the first to arrive, that’s where we’ll start! 
(Give gift to that person to start the game) 

You might have thought this gift was for you, but I’ve got another idea or two. Hang on to the gift and think
for a bit, then hand it the first to find  REFRESH YOUR MIND, BODY, AND SOUL - Self- care essentials (6)

From the mascara you’ll wear everyday to the most on-trend makeup to skin care that keeps
you looking radiant….let me help you express your natural beauty! Whether it’s products for
you or gifts for friends...or even some career information on how you can do what I do…
when it comes to shop- ping with me, it’s really all about YOU! 

 “Let’s Go Shopping!” Look Book Game is created by Sales Director Margaret Neill 

You want it, you need it! Get it all right here or host a party with me to earn some products for FREE! Find
our Complete Shopping Guide….see all the products to keep you looking fabulous! (28-35)

(The person who finds this last clue first get to keep the gift!)


